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SIZE PART NO BARCODE

 Single VEL605 5012465605008

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Nova lambs Wool polishing Bonnets are genuine 100%
lambskin wool, is extremely soft yet durable to give your
car, boat, or any smooth surface the highly buffed sheen
you want. They are machine degreased and dressed
leaving a wool height of between 15mm and 45mm
depending on the type of bonnet. All bonnets are silicone
free

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
To avoid injury, always make sure the buffer/polisher is
unplugged before attaching bonnets.
Fit the bonnet completely over the backing pad and pull
the string tight. 
Tie a bow knot and tuck the knot and any loose strings
between the wool bonnet and the backing pad.
Note: Do not allow any loose portion of the polishing
bonnet or its attachment strings to spin freely. Loose and
spinning attachment strings can entangle your fingers or
snag on the workpiece.
Recommended speed ? 1500-2500 RPM. Do not exceed
3000 RPM.
Use only with Back-up Pad.

STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS
Periodically rake the pad with a Polishing Spur Tool or Air Nozzle to remove excess glaze. If the pad becomes
clogged, remove it, install a clean one and continue polishing. Allow the used pad to dry. When the used pad dries,
clean it either by spurring or washing. If washing is desired, use lukewarm water (up to 46 °C / 115 °F). Do not use hot
water, strong or alkaline detergents, or solvents. Machine wash delicate ? low agitation wash cycle. Do not dry in
the sun or tumble dry. Air dry only.

 Appearance :     Natural Wool

 Odour :     Characteristic

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.
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TRANSPORT CLASSIFICATION
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.
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